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17 Schaefer Street, West Mackay, Qld 4740

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Area: 769 m2 Type: House

Leanne Druery

0412758727 Ash Ryan

0487114760
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$682,000

Exceptional Entertainer Enriched with Captivating CharmLife's special moments are waiting for you at this epic

entertainer. Boasting a captivating blend of character and charm, style and comfort shine throughout this single level

bungalow. Bosch appliances in the monochromatic-tone kitchen make cooking easy, with the cosy lounge, open plan

family room and three bedrooms perfect for rest and rejuvenation. An ensuite accompanies the main bedroom, with a

tranquil primary bathroom a retreat for the rest of the home to enjoy.Outside, paradise awaits. Whether it's a large-scale

celebration or casual weekend catch-up, this exceptional alfresco area with outdoor kitchen is equal to the task. And when

it is time to channel chilled holiday vibes, a dip in the saltwater pool will do the trick. Complete with a tranquil water

feature and swim jets and surrounded by tropical gardens, it's a resort-worthy oasis sure to make you the envy of all your

friends! Property Specifications:- Single level entertainer, blending character with captivating charm- 769m2 fully

fenced block- Stylish monochromatic-tone kitchen with Bosch appliances, including a pyrolytic oven- Cosy lounge with

block-out blinds- Open plan family and dining room opens to the outdoors- Three bedrooms featuring new curtains and

blinds- Main bedroom includes walk-in robe and ensuite- Tranquil main bathroom with freestanding bath and new toilet

- Office, with built-in desk and cabinetry- Exceptional alfresco entertaining area boasting outdoor kitchen amenities 

- Saltwater pool with water feature and swim jets, trimmed by tropical gardens- 6m x 6m shed - 13.2kW

solar- Air-conditioning and ceiling fans- Rental appraisal and rates on requestWhy make West Mackay your first choice

in suburbs?Working, learning, shopping, playing - nothing is too far away in West Mackay! Just a short drive from the CBD

and local primary and secondary schools, take advantage of the proximity to medical amenities, including Mackay

Hospital. An abundance of parklands, the Botanical Gardens and plenty of nature walks are close by, along with public

transport, childcare centres, shopping precincts, sporting clubs and supermarkets. You won't want to miss this enviable

property opportunity - contact The Leanne Druery Team from RE/MAX Select and arrange your inspection today. Leanne

Druery- 0412 758 727 or Ash Ryan - 0487 114 760.Disclaimer: All information contained herein is gathered from sources

we believe to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and interested persons should rely on their own

enquiries.


